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Docket No. 52-004
-

Mr. Patrick W. Harriott, Manager
Advanced Plant Technologies
GE Nuclear Energy
175 Curtner Avenue
San Jose, California 95125

Dear Mr. Marriott:

SUBJECT:
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION (RAI) REGARDING THE SIMPLIFIED
BOILING WATER REACTOR (SBWR) DESIGN (Q901.1-Q901.51)

The staff has determined that it needs additional information to support its
review activities related to the SBWR design certification. Some additionalinformation on the material presented in your topical reports related to the
TRACG computer code (Q901.1-Q901.51) is needed for our efforts to review and
approve TRACG for SBWR safety analyses. So that we may maintain progress on
these review efforts, please provide a written response to the questions in
Enclosure I within 90 days of the date of this letter.

The staff review of the TRACG containment models and the application and
qualification of TRACG for SBWR licensing is still in process. Additionalquestions will be forwarded to you on these topics in the future.

You have previously requested that portions of the information submitted in
the August 1992, application for design certification of the SBWR plant, as
supplemented in February 1993, be exempt from mandatory public disclosure.
The staff has not completed its review of your request in accordance with the
requirements of 10 CFR 2.790; therefore, that portion of the submitted
information is being withheld from public disclosure pending the staff's final
determination. The staff concludes that this RAI does not contain those
portions of the information for which you are seeking exemption. However, the
staff will withhold this letter from public disclosure for 30 calendar days
from the date of this letter to allow GE the opportunity to verify the staff's
conclusions. If, after that time, you do not request that all or portions of
the information in the enclosure be withheld from public disclosure in
accordance with 10 CFR 2.790, this letter will be placed in the NRC's Public
Document Room.
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Mr. Patrick W. Marriott -2- April 11, 1994

This RAI affects nine or fewer respondents, and therefore is not subject to
review by the Office of Management and Budget under P.L. 96-511.

Please contact me at (301) 504-1178 or Mr. Son Ninh at (301) 504-11425 if you
have any other questions regarding this matter.

Sincerely,
OrighialS!gned ey:

Melinda Malloy, Project Manager
Standardization Project Directorate
Associate Directorate for Advanced Reactors

and License Renewal
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
1. RAI on the
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2. Mahaffy Paper
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Mr. Patrick W. Harriott Docket No. 52-004 !
GE Nuclear Energy

cc: Mr. Laurence S. Gifford
~

GE Nuclear Energy
12300 Twinbrook Parkway
Suite 315
Rockville, Maryland 20852

Director, Criteria & Standards Division
Office of Radiation Programs
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460

Mr. Sterling Franks
U.S. Department of Energy
NE- 42
Washington, D.C. 20585

Mr. John E. Leatherman, Manager
SBWR Design Certification
GE Nuclear Energy
175 Curtner Avenue, MC-781
San Jose, California 95125

Mr. Steven A. Hucik
GE Nuclear Energy
175 Curtner Avenue, MC-780
San Jose, California 95125

Mr. Frank A. Ross
Program Manager, ALWR
Office of LWR Safety & Technology
U.S. Department of Energy
NE-42
19901 Germantown Road
Germantown, Maryland 20874

Mr. Victor G. Snell, Director
Safety and Licensing
AECL Technologies
9210 Corporate Boulevard
Suite 410
Rockville, Maryland 20850

Mr. Richard W. Burke, Sr., Manager
BWR Design Certification
Electric Power Research Institute
3412 Hillview Avenue
Palo Alto, California 94304-1395
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REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION (RAI) ON THE
SIMPLIFIED BOILING WATER REACTOR (SBWR) DESIGN

The following set of questions covers some aspects of the TRACG code models,
application of the code to SBWR, and on code qualification. .

TRACG Model Description (NEDE-32176P) and Qualification (NEDE-32177P
Revision 1)

901.1 Critical flow: The design for the flow restrictors on the steam
line and Gravity-Driven Cooling System (GDCS) injection lines may
make them efficient diffusers, which may allow critical flow to
occur at a higher downstream-to-upstream pressure ratio than usually
encountered. Is this taken into account in GE Nuclear Energy's
(GE's) modeling in TRACG?

901.2 Two-Phase level Trackina: The original level tracking model devel-
oped under the refill-reflood had errors in the hydraulic head term
and interfacial friction treatments. This caused significant errors
in pressure calculations. What changes have been made to correct
the original implementation?

901.3 Mixing Models: The turbulent mixing model is totally unmechanistic
using a c = 0.1 constant value. GE plant model nodalizations do not
come close to resolving profiles to the degree of accuracy needed to
use a mixing model of the form chosen by GE. Explain the use of
this model.

901.4 Steam Separator: The GE steam separator model seems to be a steady
state model. How slow do transients have to be for this model to be
valid? ;

!
901.5 Numerical Methods: J.H. Mahaffy (see the paper in Enclosure 2, '

" Numerics of Codes: Stability, Diffusion, and Convergence") has
shown that the GE implicit hydraulic solution method is inconsistent
with the original differential equations at large Courant numbers 1

and has the effect of adding a time step size-dependent inertia. '

This can affect things like flow coastdowns after a pump trip. What
is the significance of this?

901.6 Control Blocks: The existence of feedback loops does not make
implicit solutions impossible. TRAC-BFI has an implicit control
system solution. How can you ensure that the GE solution is not
sensitive to the order chosen to evaluate the control blocks?

901.7 Why there is no qualification data provided for the following
phenomena?

a. Accumulator behavior for the Standby Liquid Control System
(SLCS)

Enclosure 1
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b. Boron transport and mixing

c. Gas mixing in containment

d. Containment pressurization from beginning of high pressure
blowdown. -

901.8 Why there is no code qualification provided for separate effects
condensation against any data?

901.9 Why there is no code qualification provided for horizontal strati-
fied flow (hydraulic and thermal)?

901.10 Vierow-Shrock natural circulation condensation oscillation may occur
with a stuck-open vacuum breaker in containment. Can TRACG predict
such a phenomenon?

901.11 Respond to the following questions on the thermal-hydraulic model
described in NEDE-32176P, "TRACG Model Description - Licensing
Topical Report:"

a. The conservation equations in Section 3.1 including mixing terms
of mass, momentum, and energy, but there are no expressions
defining them. Provide definitions.

What is the typical value of a ,Elow when the flow in the BWRWhy
b. for the flow regime map?

isitrelatedtothestratifieE
vessel is predominantly vertical? Does GE use the same flow
regime map for both vertical and horizontal flow?

c. Subflow regimes are used in the global flow regime of liquid
continuous flow and vapor continuous flow. What are the crite-
ria for these subflow regime transitions?

d. Shouldnotthefactor2beipthedenominatorinEq.(3.2-12) ,

for the wall friction? Is G usedinsteadofG|G|?
..

j

e. Is x in Eq. (3.2-15) a flow quality or an equilibrium quality?

f. Is the same loss coefficient C in Eq. (3.2-17) used for both the
forward and reverse flows?

g. Section 3.2.2 states that the wall friction is distributed
between the phases proportional to the void fraction. What is
the basis of this statement. Is this statement valid for all
flow regimes? Is it in agreement with the wall heat transfer
distribution between the phases?

h. The modified Chisholm correlation used for wall friction is a
departure from the design method used in the past. Has any
assessment been done to compare the two? )

a

-2-
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i. The homogeneous two-phase multiplier (3.2-18) is used for form
losses. In view of its significant impact on thermal-hydraulic
stability, has its adequacy been assessed? See the discussion ,

on the subject in Electric Power Research Institute's (EPRI's)
report NP-1924-CCM, July 1981.

J. The equivalence between the two-fluid and drift flux models <

established for steady-state conditions are used for transient
interfacial shear calculations. Has any assessment been done to
show that this is still valid under severe transient conditions
such as large amplitude oscillations induced by thermal-
hydraulic instability (e.g., LaSalle-2 event)?

k. How good is the approximation used for the velocity of dispersed
phase in Eq. (3.2-59)? j

1. Section 3.2.3.1 states that a value for k of 1.53 in
Eq. (3.2-26) allows for fits with wide range of the data. !
Identify the reference for this.

m. What is the basis of selecting Weber number of 6.5 in
Eq. (3.2-27)? ;

1

n. Why is maximum of Eqs. (3.2-26) and (3.2-30) used for drift
velocity?

o. Why is k - 1.41 in Eq. (3.2-43) and k - 1.53 in Eq. (3.2-26)?

p. What is the basis of interfacial density expression
Eq. (3.2-46)?

q. In Section 3.2.7.2, why is Eq. (3.2-73) needed if the position
of the level is known from Eq. (3.2-64)? What is the basis of
Eqs. (3.2-65) and (3.2-66)? What happened to the vapor genera-
tor rate above and below the level in the cell? The level
velocity is generally derived from the jump conditions at the

1

level. How is this formulation consistent with the vapor mass |
balance equation?

r. What is the basis of Eq. (3.2-84)?

s. What is the basis of Eq. (3.2-87) (Ref, range, and validity)?

t. In Section 3.2.5.2, the liquid side heat transfer coefficient is |
given by Eq. (3.2-90) and the reference is an older version of 1

TRAC-PWR. The TRAC-PFl/ MOD 2 is now using a different expres-
sion. Are the data bases for these correlations valid for SBWR i

conditions? |

u. Provide the range and validity of Eqs. (3.2-91) and (3.2-92).

-3-
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v. Eq. (3.2-95) describes the vapor side heat transfer coefficient
and is based on TRAC-PIA (Ref. 3-4). However, the later version
of TRAC (TRAC-PF1, NURt:G/CR-5069) states that this expression is
very approximate and is based on the flow over a jet. What is
the justification of Eq. (3.2-95)? Where does it apply in a
BWR?

_

w. What is the experimental basis for Eq. (3.2-98)? Is the degra-
dation factor flow-regime dependent? How does Eq. (3.2-98)
match with the analysis of Sparrow, et al. in Figure 3.2-47

x. In Section 3.2.10.3, how is the wall heat transfer divided
between the liquid and vapor phases in the transition boiling
mode?

y. How applicable is the correlation for condensation (Sec-
tion 3.2.10,5) based on low pressure tests for the isolation
condensers (ICs)?

z. Various pool boiling and forced flow correlations are described
in Section 3.2.10.9. How valid are they for a natural circula-
tion system with parallel channels? Are these correlations
based on soft inlet or hard inlet conditions?

aa. In Eq. (3.2-142), H,3,n is not defined. What is it?

bb. On page 3-15, reference is made to Subsection 3.3.7.3. Where is
the subsection?

cc. What is the value of a "t used?Why is l * used for level detection inEq..(3.2-63)?

dd. What is the basis of using 0.999 for o' in Eq. (3.2-74)?

ee. What are jf and j' in Eq. (3.2-75)?

ff. How is flow reversal handled in the level tracking?

99. What is the expression for q mp" in Eq. (3.2-113)?

hh. Why is Eq. (3.2-120) squared?

ii.Whatisa,fned?in Eq. (3.2-130)? What is its typical value? Howis it obta -

jj. What is the expression for q in Eq. (3.2-147)?

kk. What are F in Eq. (3.2-151) and F in Eq. (3.2-152)?p g

11. What are the definition and unit of P and T in Eq. (3.2-167)?

-4-
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mm. What is the basis for using Eq. (3.2-181) for the Leidenfrost
temperature?

5

nn. What is T in Eq. (3.2-j?85)? What is its units? Should not 10in this equation be 10

oo. Why is the boron transport model not presented? How is boron
mixing treated?

901.12 Respond to the following questions on the heat conduction model
described in NEDE-32176P:

a. Should the negative sign in Eqs. (4.1-2) and (4.1-3) be there?

b. What is the basis for using 0.96 in Eq. (4.2-7) for uncertainty?

c. What is R on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.2-18)?

d. Is the temperature ratio on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.2-29)
consistent with the volume-to-temperature ratios of the other
two terms?

901.13 Respond to the following questions on the component models described
in NEDE-32176P:

a. A turbine model is not among the component models presented.
How is a turbine modeled in TRACG?

b. Why is the mixture density p, used in Eq. (5.2-1) instead of
liquid density p37

c. Where is the assumption v, - v in Eq. (5.2-3) used in the pumpi
model? How is this assumption justified?

d. Safety valves are of spring action type which has hysterisis '

effect. How is this handled by the valve model?

e. Is x in Eq. (5.5-8) a dynamic flow quality? How is it calcu-
lated?

f. Should not the negative sign associated with R in Eq. (5.5-10)
be positive? (Consequently, the numerator of Eq. (5.5-11) for R
should have a negative sign.)

9 In view of question 901.llf, is Eq. (5.5-12) correct?
]

h. What is the rationale for using Eq. (5.5-12) for transient i
critical power ratio (CPR) if TM(t) < TM(0) and using j
Eq. (5.5-13) if otherwise? Why is the linear relationship j

valid?

-5-
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i. Which test data were used to obtain the a" curve in Figure
5.5-4?

j. Is Eq. (5.6-5) correct or is area ratio missing in the first
term on the right-hand side of Eq. (5.6-2)? Eq. (5.6-5) cannot
be derived from Eqs. (5.6-2) and (5.6-4). -

k. Is the final expression for Eq. (5.7-5) correct? [r is missing
in the last term in the bracket. It should be a r,(r,,-r,) . ]

1. Why are the bypass fluid properties, instead of hydraulic in-
channel properties, used in the kinetics calculations as stated
on page 5-527

m. What is the experimental basis for the steam dryer efficiency
curves shown in Figure 5.9-17 What are typical values of v

,3,g
v and Ax 7g,,, d

n. The transition from the spray regime to the submerged jet regime
for the case of nonexistent two-phase level in the upper plenum
is not clear. How is the void fraction used for this transi-
tion?

o. Quasi-static momentum balance is used for the submerged jet
model. How important is the temporal effect? Has any assess-
ment been done?

p. What are p and h in the submerged jet model? What profiles
are used for density q, velocity f, and enthalphy p?

q. What is the basis for Eq. (5.11-1)? Provide justification.

r. Why is it necessary to have only one cell for the steam shell in ;

the heat exchanger model? What is the impact of this simplifi- i
cation? |

s. Is the heat exchanger model adequate to represent the isolation i

condenser in the SBWR7 How is the non-uniform temperature |
distribution in the tube bundle and IC pool taken into account?

|
901.14 Respond to the following questions on the numerical method described

,

in NEDE-32176P: |

a. In the lumped heat slab model, the source term is neglected as i

in Eq. (6.1-5). How can the' direct energy deposition (say, due I

to gamma ray) be accounted for in such a model? Where are Eqs.
(6.1-1) through (6.1-4)?

b. Thetransitionfromg.(6.1-11)toEq.(6.1-12)isnot
obvious. Whatis7, on the right-hand side of

3

Eq. (6.1-12)? How are al, % and DT,/8T, evaluated? |

-6-
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c. Is Eq. (6.1-12) correct? Using it, one cannot get Eqs. (6.1-13)
and (6.1-14).

d. Are Eqs. (6.1-15) and (6.1-17) correct? As should be associated
with the first two terms on the right-hand side of these equa-
tions. -.

e. Why is At in Eq. (6.1-20)?

f. WhathashappenedtoAl"'termofEq.(6.1-19)inEqs.(6.1-21)-
through (6.1-25)?

g. What is As in the last term of Eq. (6.1-26)? Should not the
first two terms on the right-hand side of this equation have Az
with them?

h. What is As in Eq. (6.1-29)? Is it Ar.37 Should not the firsttwotermsontheright-handsideoftfiisequationhaveAz
associated with them? Also the ( in the first term
associated with q" should be Ar,.3

i. Why is At in Eq. (6.1-34)?

j. WhathashappenedtoAl"'termofEq.(6.1-33)inEqs.(6.1-35)
through (6.1-39)?

k. In the predicator-corrector method, the corrector step attempts
to conserve precisely only the mixture mass. Is not the precise
energy conservation equally important? How can one be sure that
energy is adequately conserved?

:

1. The boron conservation equations in Sec. an 6.3.3.2 appear to i
nave made the assumption that the boron solution is perfectly 1

mixed with the liquid. This being the case, how can it model
the imperfect mixing at low flow conditions and the potential
boron stratification in the lower plenum?

901.15 Respond to the following questions on the three-dimensional kinetics
model described in NEDE-32176P:

a. Has any assessment been done of the acceptability of assumptions
(7.1-2) and (7.1-3)? (Note that the spatial distributions of
the fast and thermal neutrons are_ indeed very different and that
the neutron spectrum does change a lot during a large amplitude
power oscillation when the void fraction in the core changes
between 0.1 and 0.99.)

b. Is Eq. .1-7) correct? The product of (1 + H g2 + 7/1 V ) and2
2 22

(1 + M +igI hich can be approximated to
+M)dy3),(w/IV 1/I V )T], is missing in the last ![1 + ( 2 + 1 2+ s33term of the equation. datistheimpactofneglectingthis? !

<

_y_
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c. What is the justification for reglecting the term involving 7 in
Eq. (7.1-11)?

d. The choice of neutron flux as the weighting function instead of
the adjoint flux leads to a residual reactivity (see Trans. Am.
Nucl. Soc., 24, 470 (1979)]. What is the impact of using self
adjoint?

_

e. Is the expression for a correct? B is missing in the inte-
grand and (k. /po-1) sho"uld be k./ o.

n

f. Is Eq. (7.1-20) correct? There seems to be an extra term and a
dot is missing in the leakage term.

g. How is the factor 8 derived in Eq. (7.1-23)?

h. An average v is used in Eq. (7.1-26) with the assumption
v - v - v - v. How is the average v determined? What is the3 2 3
error on the nodal power from this assumption?

i. How is the spectral mismatch correction Ak calculated?i

2j. Why are M , 0 ,1, and A. treated as a function of U only?
3 3

k. Does the Doppler coefficient depend on exposure?

1. What is f in Eq. (7.3-2)? It is not defined.

m. Which experimental data were used to determine the decay heat
parameters f and A,7 What are their values?u

n. Is the exponent 36 in Eq. (7.4-15) correct?

o. Is it sufficiently accurate to use the thermal-hydraulic time
step for point kinetics calculations? (Note that the thermal-
hydraulic time step can take 250 msec or more.)

p. How often is the shape function recalculated in a typical
transient? Is the update of the shape function automatically
controlled?

901.16 Response to the following questions on Appendices B and C of
NEDE-32176P:

a. What are the uncertainties on the thermodynamic properties? Has
any comprehensive assessment been done to determine the accuracy
of these property fits or correlations, especially at low-
pressure near the atmospheric pressure?

b. What are the uncertainties on the material properties? Has any
comprehensive assessment been done on these material property
correlations or data?

-8-
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901.17 Respond to the following miscellaneous questions on NEDE-32176P:

a. In Section 3.1, the liquid energy balance Eq. (3.1-7) is given.
However, in Section 6.2, the mixture energy Eq. (6.2-9) is used.
Which one is actually used in the code?

~

b. Should not the hydraulic diameter D be in the numerator in Eq.3
(3.2-14) for the Reynolds number?

c. Should not pi in Eq. (3.2-40) be pf?

d. Should not < j > in Eq.(3.2-52) be < j, >? What are m and K in
Eq. (3.2-54)?

e. Is D, in Eq. (3.2-91) d ?3

f. What is the correlation used for T,in in Eq. (3.2-120)?

g. Should not H be H and the summation be over j in Eq. (3.2-148)?i

h. What are a and d in Eq. (3.2-166)?d o

i. What is t in Eqs. (3.2-171), (3.2-174), and (3.2-175)? Is it
ij

T ]Ii

j. Should not the summation over J be j in Eqs. (3.2-171) and
(3.2-172)?

k. Should not R , in Eq. (4.2-17) be R,,7c

1. The motor torque T, in Eq. (5.2-14) is stated to be defined via
the control system. How is this done, eutematically by TRACG or

.

by the user?

m. Is H on page 5-40 the same as H ?g o

n. Why is the steam line not connected to the steam dome in Fig-
ure 5.8-37 As such, the wet steam will flow to the steam line.

i
o. What is the variable s in Eqs. (5.10-2) through (5.10-5)? It i

appears that s is the spatial variable of the trajectory ?nd ;

that the time dependency is neglected. How important is the
temporal effect?

I

p. Is V - VV on page 5-69 correct? Should it be V ? V7 i

q. Should not the minus sign for the convective term in
Eq. (6.1-15) be a plus sign?

Shou}d not Ar,2/4 on the left-hand side of Eq. (6.1-31) ber.

Ar,.i/47

- 9-
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s. Should not the minus sign associated with the virtual mass term i
in Eqs (6.2-6), (6.2-15), (6.2-17), and (6.3-13) be a plus |

sign? )
1

t. Should not v, in the virtual mass term in Eq. (6.2.12) be v ? .a
~

Should not p, associated with F, in Eq. (6.2-17) be p ?u.
g :

v. Should not the subscript j of the last term in Eq. (6.3-9) be j
j-l?

Should not av,z /8R in Eq. (6.3-13) be 8viz /8R7w.

2x. Should not A p in Eq. (6.3-52) be APyg?uc

y. Should not the minus sign associated with r/I v in the third I

22
term on the right-hand side of Eq. (7.1-6) be a plus sign?

<

Should not 4 at left-hand side of Eq. (7.1-13) be p3?z.

aa. Should not v in Eqs. (7.1-16) and (7.1-18) be v*?
.3

1

bb. Should not A in Eq. (7.1-19) be A ?n n

cc. Is the expression for total i3 correct? (The subscript n on the
left-hand side should not be there.)

dd. Should not 8 in the expression for M*2 be 57

ee. Should not S' and C in the expression for S, on page 7-13 be 5'n
and C , the spatial average over a cell?n

2 2ff. Should not A in Eq. (7.1-24) be % $

TRACG Application to SBWR (NEDE-32178P)

901.18 What is the adder for nodalization uncertainty?

901.19 The uncertainty of using 2-D instead of 3-D hydraulics has not been ;

discussed. How are second-order effects taken into account? '

901.20 Table 3-2 in NEDE-32178P lists the core inlet temperature as 511 "C.
What is the correct core inlet temperature?

901.21 Sensitivity studies for the axial nodalization and for the fuel
channel grouping are mentioned in Section 3.3, but no references are
given. Please provide references, or include the results of these
studies in NEDE-32178P. Some of the other nodalization decisions
are justified in a qualitative way. These should be quantified, as
appropriate,

i

- 10 -
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901.22 The report states that the SBWR is expected to operate generally i

more than 15 percent above the operating limit minimum critical l

power ratio (0LMCPR), but could theoretically reach its value, in
particular, under end-of-cycle conditions. However, with SSAR data
of an OLMCPR value of 1.32 and with possible ACPR values of 0.25, it
would appear that no uncertainty or bias adders were used in the
SSAR, suggesting either a reevaluation or a redefinition of the
OLMCPR. Comment on this observation. (Reference Section 3.6)

,

901.23 There are apparently differences between the phenomena identifica-
tion and ranking tables (PIRTs) of Ref. 8 and Table 3 3 of NEDE- '

32178P, as shown in Table 3.1 of Section 3.7.2. Explain. (For a
more consistent report, the underlying PIRTs should be included in
the report, maybe as an appendix.)

901.24 One sigma (lo) uncertainties of the candidate parameters are
included in Table 3.3. How have these been obtained? For some this
may be straight forward (for safety-relief valve set point, manufac-
turers data would be expected to be the source). How are, for
instance, the reactivity coefficients and decay heat parameters and
the gap conductance values determined? Four percent on Doppler
coefficient and 4.4 percent on decay heat would appear to be very
small uncertainties. (Reference Section 3.7.4)

.901.25 From the description of the parameter variation, it appears that
each parameter was varied separately from a base best-estimate case;
that is, joint variations were not conducted. Explain this. If
variations were dono separately, justify this approach. (Reference
Section 3.7.4)

901.26 The method used to establish the cumulative uncertainty is not clear
from the description given in Sections 3.7 and 3.8. Provide further
detail and, preferably, reference to where it is described and where
else it has been used. (This question is connected also to Ques-
tion 901.25 above.)

901.27 In Table 3.3, PIRT # CIDX, to what does " code qualification against
plar.t integral test" refer? Does it refer to future prototype
experiments? Was the implied current lack of knowledge considered
in additional bias?

901.28 In Section 4, the simple statement that results are satisfactory, as
given, is not sufficient. While the statement is believed to be
correct, the results of the anticipated transient without scram
simulations should at least be summarized here in quantitative form,
with reference to report (s) containing more complete results. The.
acceptance criteria should be explicitly stated, and compared to the
results of that accident simulations.

901.29 The second paragraph of Section 4.2.1 presents a qualitative argu-
ment for use of an analytical limit of the safety-relief valve set

- 11 -
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point, stating that the higher set point is of negligible effect on i

the long-term suppression pool temperature. This point should be
supported by presenting quantitative results.

901.30 The model description in Section 5.2.2 gives a brief qualitative-

reference to the nodalization used. As requested for Se_ction 3
(Question 901.21), justification with reference to any available
nodalization studies should be supplied.

901.31 Conformance to 10 CFR 50.46 Acceptance Criteria 1, 2, and 3 is
stated to follow directly from the "results." It is assumed that
this means TRACG code predications. No reference to clad oxidation
and metal-water chemical reactions in either of the three reports
(NEDE-32176P, NEDE-32177P, and NEDE-32178P) can be found. If this
is a simple and possibly well-justified model, like "no oxidation at
clad temperatures below xxx," then this should be stated here.
(Reference Section 5.4)

901.32 There is no reference to any PIRTs for emergency core cooling
system / loss-of-coolant accident (ECCS/LOCA) scenarios, considering
the in-vessel segment of the transients. The PIRTs referenced in
Section 3 (as Reference 8 of NEDE-32178P) do include LOCA scenarios.
Confirm that these are to be applied here and, if not, provide an ,

alternate reference or provide a justification as to why PIRTs are
not required here. As requested for Section 3 (Question 901.23),
the PIRTs should be reproduced here, possibly as an appendix.
(Reference Section 5)

901.33 Comment on whether the decay heat of actinides is included in the
analysis, as required by Regulatory Guide 1.57 (Position C.3.2.3).
(Reference Section 5.4)

901.34 For a self-consistent report, the results of the LOCA analyses
should be referenced and there should be at least a table, summariz-
ing the runs made, their break sizes, and the most important output
parameters, including peak clad temperature, with time of occur-
rence. (Reference Section 5.4)

901.5.5 By comparing Tables 5.1 and 5.2 in Section 5.4.1, it appears that
many parameters were not included in the uncertainty analysis, which
remains incomplete. Expand or provide a justification.

901.36 The restriction of considering only a single scenario that is, a
steam line break, should be justified. (Reference Section 6.1)

901.37 Since the containment design basis accident simulations mentioned
here have not been reported in the SBWR standard safety analysis
report (SSAR), it would be strongly desirable to include the results
in Section 6.2.2 at least through summary tables and with reference
to the complete results.

- 12 -
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901.38 PIRTs for the containment analysis of ECCS/LOCA scenarios are
mentioned in Section 6.3.2, but without any reference or details.
Confirm that the PIRTs referenced in Section 3 (as Reference 8 of
NEDE-32178P) were used here, and if not, provide an alternate
reference. As stated before (Questions 901.23 and 901.32), the
PIRTs should be made a part of NEDE-32178P.

_

901.39 The variation of three parameters and comparison to a previous model
cannot be considered to be full uncertainty evaluation corresponding
to the CSAU process. For a complete uncertainty evaluation, at
least all of the points of Section N of Table 5.1 should be
addressed in full. (Reference Section 6.3.2)

901.40 Sectinn 1 at the end of the third paragraph states "so it can
perform any [ emphasis added] transient or accident analyses." It

would appear preferable to be more specific here, for instance it
might better read "most transient or accident analyses for current
BWRs, with exceptions as noted in the report."

901.41 In Section 2.4, it is not correct to state that TRACG is used for
all LOCA analyses. (Note the "nearly all," at the beginning of Sec-
tion 2.1.)

901.42 Include reference to GETAB (NED0-10958) in the report. (Reference
Section 3.5)

901.43 Considering overpressure protection, Section 3.7.2 of the report
refers to "the analysis submitted." Should it be assumed this means
the analysis in Section 5.2 of the SSAR. Confirm and clarify the
wording of the report. If " submitted" always refers to the SSAR and
not to this submittal, this could be clarified in one general
statement.

901.44 It is assumed that PIRT parameters ranked 7 and hiaher were included
with the candidate parameters in Table 3.3. Clarify. (Reference
Section 3.7.2)

901.45 Provide the correct reference for " Reference 7-9." (Reference
Section 4.2.1)

901.46 In Section 5.4, second paragraph, confirm whether Section 5.3.1 is
meant instead of "5.1.5," which does not exist. Provide correction
for " Reference 7-10," which also does not exist.

901.47 Table 5.1 for Section B.2, four flow rate entries are missing
exponent on "10."

901.48 The scale of Figure 5-2 makes it useless for any scaling of actual
values used. A table, giving the power ratio (correct ordinate
label), for instance at 1, 10, 100, 100 s, etc., would be signifi-
cantly more useful.

- 13 -
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901.49 For the last sentence of Section 6.2.2, provide a description or
reference for the "special procedure" to account for thermal strati-
fication in the suppression pool.

901.50 The second sentence of Section 6.3.1, " containment will maintain
structural integrity. . . (excluding the blowdown peak)," appears to
be phrased misleadingly. Clarify and/or revise the wording.
(Blowdown peak determined by M3CPT?)

901.51 For Table 6.1, Entry (4), what does " internals stored energy added
to decay heat" mean? The one is an initial condition, generally in
units " work," the other is a heat generation rate, generally in
units " work / time."

|

|

l
1

1
!
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Numerics of Codes: Stability, Diffusion, and Convergence

J. H. Mahaffy

The Pennsylvania State University
Applied Research ! aboratory

P.O. Box 30
State College, PA 16804

USA
,

ABSTRACT

The numerical methods used in the pnmary US reactor safety codes are summariacd. The
basic Courant-type stability hmits for these codes are reviewed, and more subtle stability prob-<

lems ansmg from the explicit evaluation of vanous inction and heat-tratufer coefficients are I

discussed. Much of the subility and robusmess of these codes has come at the expense of
high numerical diffusiort The impact of numencal diffusion is iUustrated. The quesnon of,

convergence of solucons of the difference equauons to those of the original differential,

equations is also addressed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Although the ccraents of this paper are applicable in varymg degrees to a wide range of codes,
spectfic remarks are hmited to vernoru of the TRAC, RELAP, and (to a limited extent) the RETRAN
code senes. The stability propertes of these codes, resultmg from the choice of ome level for
pressure gradient and terms m the mass, energy, and momentum fluxes, have been well studied.

'Lincanzed stabdity analysis of the full set of two-phase flow equauons provides only limited
information, due to the complexity of the resulung algebraic equacons. However, much has been
Icamed from hneanzed analysis of the basic numencal methods applied to single phase flow, and
detaded numencalInals of the full two-phase codes. Unfornmately, a large class of stabthty problems,
resulung from the evaluauon of vanous heat transfer and fncuon coefficients (wall and interfacial)
at the old use level, has been inadequately addressed. Smce these instabiliues are generally
marufested as bounded osculauons, it has been argued that they do not effect the mean predicuens of
system behavior. One etample is presented of significant ermr in mean behavior caused by such an
mstability.

Die quescens of diffusion and convergence have not been as widely stud 2ed as stability. Smce the
,

mcepoon of most reactor safety codes, n has been recogruzed that the chosen spanal and temporal !
differertce methods miroduce substannal numencal diffusiort However, for the vast majonty of protw
lems of mierest this has not been a sigruficant problem. Auempts to introduce less diffusive numencal
senemes degraded the robusmess of the methods to levels unacceptable m pmducuon codes. Die
recent importance of core osedlauons in BWR's has resulted in renewed mterest m the effects of this
numencal diffusion and anempts to mtroduce iniproved methods.

The formal convergence of the difference equaaons used in reactor safety codes has generally been j

acceptable. However, m a less formal sense convergence problems can result fmm the use of a form i

1

s

|
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of the energy equation that is not fully conservative. For flow through an abrupt area change, the
9,gPW ,temperature change downst. tam will be predicted incorTectly regardless of the length selected for the

mesh cells. This problem has been recogniacd for many years, but most recently becarne an issue as
a result of an anempt to use RELAP to model the behavior of a reactor containment. --

2. Basic Equations Here Y may t
(j order spatial a

Because of my background with the TRAC-PWR program. I will begm by discusstng the numencal sional fmited
methods used in that code senes, and then discuss key pomts of similarity and difference for other
safety codes. To demonstrale these methods, only a simpufied model for one-dimensicrtal, smgle phase p , (yg ,
now in a pipe will be considerec. References are provided for the full two-phase models andy
associated difference equanons. The differential equations for this simple mod c re:.

I
where A is thi

f b +V pV=0, (1)
&

9 F.m Yf pm

?

-
b' + V pe V = - p V V , (2)

ar

where A2,,g i

TRAC PFIM i

arid density weigh
here,

E + V VV = 1 Vp - K V lV| (3) For the flow i
U P be wTitten in : |

equauons of '

with a stabihr
l' equauons for |
1 Here, K is a wan fncoon coefficient that may be a function of velocity and fluid properties. I

STABIUZE'
TRAC-PWR codes bepntung with TRAC PFI [1] etoploy the stabilitychancing two-step ISETS)
methodt2.3) to solve the flow equauons. This is an extension to the standard semi-implicit methods i

found m carber versions of R AC [4} and versions of RELAP through RELAP5 MOD 2 [5]. SETS (Q.'$- V|f
has the advantage that it ebminates the matenal Courant stabihty hmit of a semi-implicit method, and i

the computer time per ceu pr ume step is reduced by at least a factor of 5 over that of a fuDy |
tmpbcat method. |

|
A staggered spacal mesh is used for the fitute-volume equanons, with thermodynamic propernes

'

evaluated at the mD centers and the velocity evaluated at the cell edges. Only difference equauons
on the one-dunenstorul version of this mesh wiU be demonstrated, but the generahzauon to two, and ;
three-dimensional versions is not difficult. To ensure subUity and to mamtam consistency with |
differencing m previous TRAC versions. Dux terms at ccU edges use donor ccU averages of the form j

wnere

\ -
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(YYpm * TY Y a0jpm. pw
(4)

YYpspm Ypm * O -

Here Y may be any state vanable. Other forms of this average may mamtain stabihty with higher
order spanal accuracy but they have not been carefully studied. With this rotadon the one-dimen-
tional finite difference divergence operator is

V,'(Y n = (Ape M1,,w - Arm W1,.w) I wl, , (5)

where A is the area of the cell edge and vo( the cell volume. The tertn VVV becomes

i

V,, g V Y= Ypg 'Ypm - Y,.w)f Axpg, Y,,w a0gg
(6)

Ypm (Ypm -Ypw) I bxpm, Ypm * O ,

; where Lxpm = 0.5 (Ax + Axpi) . 71us momentum transport term is only directly relevant toj

TRAC.PFl/ MOD 1 [6] and carber codes. TRAC-PFI/ MOD 2 [7] currently uses area and macroscopic
density weighmg withm this expression, but these terms are still under study and will not be dieme=M

I here.
i

For the flow model given by Eqs. (1)-(3), the combmanon of basic and stabihrer equanon sets can
be wnnen in several ways. One ordenng that is always stable begrs with the stabihzer step for the
equauons of monon, is followed by a soluuon of the basic equanon set for all equauons, and ends,

with a stabihzer step for the mass and energy equauons. For ttus ordenng, the SETS firute-difference
equauons for Eqs. (1)-(3) are:

STABIUZER EQUATION OF MOTION

i (I',*g',- V,',n) / At + V'g p g I'" *7j

"+D(f',$-YIa)V I'* *'
j j pg

4Wm 'y.' (p,', - p,') .V+

%.ca1,.w r~
- Cm (2 f,',e - i;:n) lii',n! 0

.,

.

Where

|

wt
o i,

Y - ,h* '

t
'

.s w ' ,, , ,g g
* =g , ,,s ,

3

e

d
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I
.

p = 0,V,gP' < 0 A tilde abm
j

(3) for the time

1. V.m * > 0 ;P
j

. The materia
durmg the t

terms and 11i

'*
WV an ot

BASIC EQUATIONS

[ Equation G

j. (1,#$ - }}'g) / At + lj*g V,o f" i Next.
j.

+D(170-}}'WV,g pa pressure vas
j

l| (9) (12) and ():
2 (pl.;'-p;">+

(p$.mA2,g When this cj

is lost. Hos,

J t. + $m G 17e - i}'m) 157ml = 0 ;
Recent Boil
described at
Equanon G

(Ej"*' - p') / Ar + V - (p'1"") = 0 ; (10)j j

J e t/2 /+

(pf"E,'"-p;e')/Ar+V, (p'e*V'")_ j

Cm (11)
#

+ fj''' V - (l"'') = 0 ;j

This mixtur'

I solucon of I
and mesh le

and Relap5/Moc
as the Nearl
with the tile

STAllILIZER MASS AND ENERGY EQUATIONS these norWr
once. The r

(pj'' - pf) / Ar + V, * (p*"la'') = 0 ; (12)

p;" = p;

(p'''ef'' - p'e ') / Ar + V - (p*"c'"l**')j jj j

(13)

+ fj'" Vj - (l"") = 0 .

' "
e -

,
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| A tilde above a vanable indicates that it is the rem!t of an intermediate step and is not the final value
| for the time step.

The material Courant stability hmit is ehminated by utattnent of the terms WV, V pV, auf Vpe}'
during th: two steps. Addinonal stabihty has been obtamed with the particular form for the friction

terms and the use of nonzero values of p in the WV terms. These special terms for inction and
WV are obtamed by hocanzmg similar terms that are fully impbcit in velocity.

Equation (7) simply represents a tridiagonal hnear system in the urinown 9*** and is solved first
Next, the coupled nonhnear system given by Eqs. (9)-(11) is solved. In practice this is accomplished
by a Newton iteration in which the hncarued equauons are reduced to a hnear system involvmg only

,

| pressure variations (see Ref. 6 or 7). Once these equations are solved. V"*8 is known; hence. Eqs.

(12) and (13) are simple tridiagonal unear systems. with unknowns pf*3 and pf *'s"', respectively,j
a

When this equation set is adapted to flow in complex piping networks, the purt tridiagonal structure
is lost However, the mamces are still sparse and easily solved. ,

.

Recent Boihng Water Reactor (BWR) versions of TRAC use a numerical method very similar to that
j described above. However, there are two significant differences in TRAC-BFI [8] and later versions
! Equauon (7) is ehmmated and Equsuon (6) as apphed to the basic mouon equation is replaced by

I[.m (I[.*d - I[.m) / Az ,g, P.g a0V.m Y.m V*j j, j j

(14)

f[.m (I[.m - 17.*d) / A2.g. V.g < 0 .
'

j j

.

i
,

Thas mixture of new and old nme velociues in the velocity Fradient can result m a failure of the
solucon of the difference equanons to converge to the soluuan differential equauons as the nme-step;

and mesh length approach zero. lius convergence problem is discussed in detail m Secuon 5.t

Relap$/ Mod 3 contams opuons for either a semi impbcit method or a vanation on SETS referred to
as the Nearly Impbcit method [9). The serni implicit opuon is similar to applymg Equanons (9)-(11) '

.

with the tildes retooved from the velocines. The key difference w1th TRAC 15 that a full soluuon of /
these nonlmear coupled algebraje equauons is not anempted. 1he imeanzed equauons are solved "

once. The resulang values for vanables are subsatuted into the nght hand side of the rearranged mass C E

and energy equauons, 5*;''2M ,'

[f | '.
p;" p; - at V,-(p t- '). (15) '

,
.

r,.
.

l
.

.

4

h4 ,

NA

J *%'{ . 5 E [ 3's .*
< (" 1s

,,1','>., . {*'

., ,, ,

.
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i

p''' ef *' = p' e[ - Ar V - (p*e *I"*') flux tenns [I:j j j

(IO cornams the o
+ At pf*' V - (l**'), to solve the rj 1

TTTRAN43 i

coefficieras at !

h to otuin the fmal new ume densities and energies. This method eliminates systematic mass enors
that can result from the solucon of lineanzed equations alone. This type of conector method was 3.STABHJ
abandc.aed in the TRAC program in the laic 1970's as bemg significantly less robust than an iteradve
solucon of the ricntmear difference equations. However, differences in flow equadons and detsils of The original S
numencal techniques may have made this a good choice for RELAPS that the semi i

schemes by tr
For the model equauons in this paper the Nearly-Implicit approach involves the elimination of single time su |

Equauon (7) and the replacement of Equauon (9) with the argument i
,

step. Therefc
adding to a se

(if,$ - Tj'w) / At + 17m j,n }"*' and momennuV

with more det

+S(If.O-V!us)7.m V'+ (#[.*i - f[**) (17)
'

f j

'
(py. max.g A more rigoroj

Equacons (10
+ K*g if.e jij'g| = 0 .j

17.1 - v,:
Ar

In the actual RELAP implementation the Wl' term is area and density weighted and central-
, differenced. Equauons (10) and (11) are lineanzed and solved to obtam intermediate values for new

ume pressure and specific internal energy as a linear funcuan of cell face velocines. These For a standart 4

relanonships for pressure are subsututed mio Equation (17) and the resulung tridiagonal (for two-fluid

'{ equauons a block tridiagonal)1mear system is solved to obtam the new ume velociues. Soluuon of
g,Equations (12) and (13) follows as desenbed for TRAC to obtain fmal new time denstties and 1=

,

energies. At first thought, the conservadve nature of the stabih2cr mass equauon should elmunaic the p a f- |
need for anything other than a kneanzed solution of the basic equauon set Unfortunately, numerical '

expenments with TRAC irxbcate that stable behavior of the SETS method at high muloples of the
matenal Courant hmit requires a well converged solucon of the nonhnear basic equauon set.

and

The Nearly-Implicit method was originally described as a vanant of SETS in reference [3), but
rejeced for use in TRAC because the use of separate stabutzermomernum equanons actually requires
less computanonal effon with TRAC's two Duid equanons. However, due to the presence of varmal 1=g,'

i

mass terms m the RELAP two-phase momennem equauons, the vernon of SETS found in TRAC is N
'

not feasible for RELAP and the Nearly Imphcit method is a natural choice,
l

RETRAN (10) is a third safety code series commonly used m the USA, although for a narrower range where
of transients than TRAC and RELAP A significant reason for this restncted utility is the cononued !
use of a drift flux formulanon for the flow equauons. RETRAN-02 uses a fairly conventional semi-
impbeat techruque, but with mass flow replaang veloary as an incependent vanable. RETRAN43 |
removes the matenal Courant bmit with a fully tmplict treatment of all mass, energy and momentum |

|

*"**'" *
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flux terms [11), and apphes advanced sparse murix techniques to the resulnng linear equanons. It
'

cornuns the opoon to solve only a single hneanzauon of the equauons as in PILAP, or to conunue
to solve the nonhnear equauons with a Newton iteracon. As is the case for TRAC arid RELAP.
RETRAN-03 and its predecessori evalune all heat trarafer and incuan (wall and interfacial)..
coefficients at the old ume level, and shart the stabihty problems associated with tlus pracuce.

3. STABILITY

The onginal SETS method wu constructed from informanon propagation arguments. It was observed i

that the senn impbcit approach chminated the sound speed from the stmviard Courant hmit of explicit |

schemes by transmitung sound wave informauon throughout the spanal firute-difference mesh in a
single ume step. The remanung muenal Courant stability hmit (At < Ax/ |Vl)is accounted for by
the argument that informanon on the material being convected is only propagated one cell per time
step Therefore, it was concluded that the remuning matenal Courant limit could be r: moved by
addmg to a semi-trnphcit method a step that propaga:es the necessary informauon on mass. energy, ..

*

and momennmi flux. This heuristic stability analysis is not always valid [12), and must be confirmed
with more detailed lineanied analysis and computanonal tests.

.

A more ngorous understanitng of the stabihty of semi tmpbcat methcxis can be obtatned by combinmg ,

Equanons (10) and (11) with the simple monon equanon

e ,e ..s ~ pe.n.

ysW ~ V < t/3 /* W ~ J 1!t 1 /* \ f ,g. {ggyi y ,,

AxAt Ax (pg

For a starxiard knearned stability analysis, the eigenvalues of the amplificanon ma:nx are

.

A* (19)'

O s d,1*
>

.

$

:

2.D-n (20) ,-;
N .4,~'

t-

{*shere

-

+
5 j.

' ' ' ' a_'A
-

' ,, .- , w , ,, .
.. > y, . .. .,

,

s

9
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r

$=A, (21) 1=-vat Q

11 = 1 - e * , I22) and

,2D(f
and

- 2 * 9 9 * * 4 um % , (23)
2

2) The magn,

of ume su
eigenvalue

f Also note that V > 0 bu been assumed.

1 --

For the first pair of eigenvalues stability requires por

gg. , 03 * Xfl - D) ,3
2 (M)p.c suggestml

ys

F In pracoc
coefncien
inction is

This condinon is clearty met for any At when the flow is subsoruc, and as the velocity becomes much void fracti

gitater than the sound speed monotorucally approaches the condition that At < MV. Forthe final ''I""*d "

eigenvalue the condinon for stability becomes
One simp:
irutially p*

3 . g (1 - 0) < 1, ve ns 1.(25)
p2 stream of

a steady !
*

length cel

which is only true if Ar < MV. time sq
TRAC PT

Extension of this type of stability analysis to the SETS Eas. (7M13) is not as simple as in the [y'[
precedmg cues. The algebra tecomes more complicated and the eigenvalues of the amplification
mainx are given by pg g

Figure 1 :
with a tam
problem t
seconds, t

*'w
.
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!

E1 (26)D - vi

.

and

2 esb p(B + qbrnf2p + 50*fr y f20 + nf + dr0(n8 + 20n - $ ))U28 $

(2'7)
2(r * 1) ($ + n)2

,

a

The magnitude of dus eigenvalue is difDcult to evaluate. llowever, it is instrucuve to take the bmit

of nme steps inuch greater than the matenal Courant hmit. For this case, approaches acro and the
eigenvalues in Eq. (27) go to zero and

1

1'

)
1 - f-- < 1 , (28;
pr1

|

suggesung uncondtuonal stabibry.

In practice, the SETS equanons are not uncondiuanally stable because heat transfer and friction
coefncients are evaluated at the old ume level. At very large ume steps, funcuonal forms for the

,

{fncuon factor contauung a strong velocity dependence can dnve instabilices, as can a strong
i

void fraccon depergience for interfacial fncuan in the two fluid model. This is why the method is
i

refened to as stabibry enhancmg rather than uncondiuonally stable.
!,

One simple illustrauon of the iristabilities that can anse from expbcit coefficients is the problem that
i, .

I
I truually prompted the pecubar hneanzed implicit incuon terms (wall and interfacial) in TRAC e |,"

,

versions later than PD2. Consider a test problem constsung of a 5 foot high verucal column with a 4,
i

-

7suum of air bubbles injected at the bocom. The problem is started m a pure Lquid state and nm to : . , ,j |
a steady state two-phase bubble nse flow. For this example the colurnn is divided into 20 equal, y i,'

length cells. When run with the standard release version of TRAC PFI/ MOD 2, it runs stably at all 1
*

tune steps tested (.001 .5 s ). A second senes of nms has been made with a special version of ,; ,

TRAC-PFl/ MOD 2 m wtuch the interfacial drag terms are the product of an expbcitly evaluated ',

coefncient, the atsolute value of the relauve velocity evaluated at the old ume, and the relauve
,

i velocity evaluated at the new ume level. T1us is the form found in the vessel component of TRAC- ..I'
-

PD2 and in all know versions of RELAP5 )
|

| Figure 1 shows the vapor velocity at the bottom face of the top cell in the column for a stable run I

w1th a ame-step of.001 seconds, and for an unstable run with a ume step of .02 seconds For th:s'

I %
problem the matenal Courant hmit is about .5 seconds. The instability onset appeats at about .01

I

seconds. and urne-step conuel m TRAC will not permit execuuon of the problem wnh step values
. ;

|
|

|

..
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'

,

'
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|

| consisternly much above .02 seconds. When exarnined in detail the vapor velocity is switching |
between two extreme values from one step to the next V

|
.
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Figure 1. Bubble Rise Velocity
Almough v |

provide to : |
===== common te
'

condmons i
,

Figure 2 illustrates an important feature seen consistendy in probleus contauung this type of as in the ab
{

g interfacial drag instability. The mean void fracuon in the column attams a steady value below that me exh ptt |

of the stable case. De average value of the bubble nse velocity m the unstable regune is larger than constant irt

the actual bubble nse velocity. This oscillaung instability has affected the accuracy of the predicuon C8Il3-

of the mean behavior of the system. Although the fix mtroduced in TRAC-PFI appears to have solved I

the problem for all userfacial drag correlanons used in the code. One could imagme correlauons with 4.D M
more dependence cm relanve velocity introducing further instabihty due to old ame level evaluanon. |

Because Si i

to modify i
SETS is fit
diffusion. I '

Other instabilices are clearly present in these codes due to expliat evaluauon of vanous coefficents. Posiove sic
Bom TRAC and RELAP have had long term problems whh ame-step sues being forced down to
unexpectedly low values dunng the modehng of reflood. I believe that the pnme cause in this D' 8*I"
situauon is an unstable subcooled boilmg model, but old time evalitadon of wall and interfac:al heat To provide

transfer coefficients are probably also playmg a role. Even in seertungly stable condmons there is PFl/ MOD: |
evidence (13) that fully esplicit evaluadon of wall heat transfer coefficents can lead to slow growti at I tneter i j
instabilny that significandy affects results. but is difficult to detect. wim 20 cel

a calculaut
4

the numen 1
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|

Ahhough vanous forms of formal stabihty aulysis are useful. only careful numenca! expenmerus
pmvide to fmal answers on numencal stabihty Itmits and the sources of some subtle mstabihues. A
common test is to dnve a simple one dimensional channel with either two pressure boundary,

cordtuans or a combmauon of a mass flow and a pressure boundary condiuon.11us is often fruitful,
as in the above example. However, one should recognize that cenam instabihues can be rwept out of |
the exit pressure boundary condicort A more sensiuve test is to constniet a closed loop with either
constant iruual velocity and no wall fncuon or wall fncoon and a momentum source m one or more
cells.

.

!

4. DIFFUSION
.- |

-

Because SETS was treated simply as an addinon to the semi-tmplicit mettxxi no attempt was made '

to modify the ongmal spana) and temporal differencmg procedures. As a result, the current form of
*j 4

'

SCTS is first-order accunte m ume and space and m some instances can produce excessive truficial 7

diffus2cn. Fortunately. trus diffusion is not often a problem in modehng reactor transients. The
. ,

poslove side effect of ttus low. order accuracy is that the method is extremely robust. g , ,

,

The existence of this strong numencal diffusion m codes with donor-cell differencing is well known.
To provide a specific example, a ten problem has been run usmg the boron field in TRAC.
PFl/ MOD 2. A Boron soluaan is myected at nme zero mio a 10 meter pipe containmg hquid moving
at i meter per second. The boron mass fraccon m the soluuon is 0 002. The pipe is truually modeled
with 20 cells 03 meters in lengitt Figure 3 shows toren concentracons profiles at vanous umes for
a calculanon voth constant cme steps of 0.250 seconds Oulf of the materul Courant hmill Much of

I

the numencal diffusion in this example is due to the implicit nature of the SETS rnethod. In fact for 5

{
l
I

k |,4 '
'

Ced) -

' *.- .c
. , . ~ . . . . . . . ,, . . . . . . ,, ,,
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this problem with a constant velocity, the numerical diffusion is the same as that for a fuuy-implicit
method usmg the same spatial differencng. Figure 4 contams the results of the same run with the
stabilmng mass and energy equadons alimi=ad "Ihe code is runnmg in semi impbcit mode, and has
significantly less numencal diffusion. Numerical diffuron in this case is equivalers to that of a ~

standard explicit method runrung with constant veloaty,
l

t = 2s
t = 4s

- t= 6s - -
t = Bs

~
0.002 -

- -

m.. _

-

7

'L 'N. Ns s
'\, -

,\ Ns
'

'N '-0.001 -

\,
'N

' . . --.

N Figure 4.

0
-
s,~% ._

0 2 4 6 8 10
Position (m)

=== m
k Figure 3. Implicit Diffusion Test. Time Step = .150s

$

Figures 5 and 6 IDustrate the ame step size sensidvity of the implicit (SETS) and explicit (semi-
implicit) ume differencmg scheme As should be expected, the diffusion in the implict method
mercases monotorncaDy with ume-step sue. For the explicit numerical scheme, truncanon terms
associated with old ume level evaluation of density in the mass flux tend to cancel the diffusive
terms associated with donor-cell differencmg. As should be expected, the boron profiles approach the
same hmit for the impbcit and explict methods as time-steps become small. For the expbcit flux
terms, diffusion decreases with increasing time step size uruil a step funcuan is propagated perfectly
at the material Courant stability hmit. In pracuce this non-diffusive propagation can not be achieved
due to the standard use of a non-uniform mesh and the use of a vanety of corurols on ame-step size.

Figure 7 illustrates the effect of mesh stze on diffusion for tmplicit and explicit fluxes. These resuhs
can also be predicted from the knowledge of the ume and eme step dependence, and a remap of a Figure 5.
given profile to half the ume value on a mesh with half the cell length.

"
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A misconcepdon exists with some people that the numerical diffusion in a donor-cell method will
damp out oscilianons, making it snappropnate for the analysis of phenomena such as BWR core
oscilladons. Figure 8 preserns a counter example to this assumpoon, plomng the time history of the
Uquid level in a margrneter. The manometer is modeled with 40. 05 meter cells. In fact Borkowski -
[14) has produced some very useful BWR predicuons using TRAC-BFl. Numerical dl#usion can act
to damp high amphtude manometer oscillatiorts down to a lower level that is mamtamed without

,

funher damptng. However, the most frequent phenomena in codes like TRAC that act directly to |

suppress oscillations are related to water.packmg (15]. Problems in thesis rescanh by B. Boyer en |

flow instabilices in condensers [16) were traced to this source.

0.6
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,
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,

0.44 - -
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Figure 8. Manometer Uquid Level

.

, ,,
Numerical diffusion can have an effect m the modehng of problems such as BWR core oscillanons 's,
through another source. If a bguid front is anificially spread beyond it's uue locanon in a core rod 9 . '

region, the underlying dnymg force may be incorrectly modeled to the extent that oscillanons are (,

never seert These spreading effects tend not to be as severe in TRAC and PILAP as those spreading,

a baron front in a uniform velocity. The acuon of gravity combined with the non-uniform effects of
uuerfacial drag on the bquad drop and vapor bubble velocines tend to Lecp fronts sharper than might t ,

be expected. The bubble nse stability test in Secuan 3 is a good example of this lowered amount of
,

{
diffustort The correct ume for vapor arnval in the top mesh cell is 10.4 seconds. The first vapor ts
seen in this cell with a full SLTS calculanon at about 10.0 seconds for all ume steps used (.001 .5

st in the case of the manometer oscillanon presented in this secuan, no significant spreading of the
hquid interf ace is secrL

At this ome the basic versions of these system analysts codes conunue to employ donor-cell spanal p

differencmg. However. modificauons to RL7RAN 03 have been pubbshed that include a special

p? 'I ' # M *f
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k
; difference method to reduce numerical diffusion [17). This method is applied to the full set of Connstency v

dinerence equadens in RETRAN-03 and shows significant promise. An in-house version of TRAC below the ma
includes a seconderder Godunov method [18] to retoove diffusion from the boron equanon, but
conunues to use a mandard full donor <eu difference in au other equaums. This is scheduled for - The develope
release in TRAC PFl/ MOD 3. Similar improvement to the boron field in RELAP5 should be expected. careful consic

be significant
conditions st

5. CONVERGENCE However, a t
I should not be

There are actually two different convergence problems faced by these codes. The first is simply the establishmg !
corrvergence of the iterauon required to solve the nonhnear coupled diUcrtnce equations, and only is is clearly pre
an issue for the TRAC senes and the non linear opdon in RETRAN The Newton iteradon in TRAC
has always converged well provided that excessive changes in independent variables are hmited by A more subtle
ttme-step control and tests are included to deal with transioons across the santranon line and between is the classic
stngle and two-phase states. The second convergence problem is the queston of whether the solutions reducuce of
to the difference equadons converge to those of the differen:ial equations as the ame-step and mesh modeling of
length approach zen This property is also refened to as consistency. equauon in "I

the pressure i
The first thing to note regarding TRAC and RELAPS is that it is not desirabte to operate in a mate step and mest
where the difference equauons are too close to fuu cortustency with the differential equations. It is to model bot
weD known that the two-fluid model used in these codes is formally iU posed [19]. Fortunately, at energy equaa
any practical nme step or mesh size, non-physscal solucons are suppressed by the cunent difference they have ne
equauotts. This issue should be reconsidered by anyone developing higher-order difference methods
for reactor safety codet It may be necessary to use a set of parual differential equauons that are weU- 6. CONCLI
posed.

The numenc.
p The most obvious occurrence of a consistency problem is m the TRAC BWR motion equauort The and share ma

difficulty can be illustrated with a simple Dow equanon contains mo
Unfortunatel:

" " " ' ' " * 'J E .v E .1 & .0. (29)
& D P & Even after 1

problems tha
undoubtedly

The correspondmg difference equauon (assuming posidve flow) in the BWR numencal method is affecttng the

IIO - Il*m , p'. ISO - P'm .i 1 P,*.7 - P,*.Y REFEREN(

Ar At {p LLs
'

(30),
'*

, >

Ana.
Cotr

Now apply a nandard truneauon error analysis to Eq (30) ustng Taylor senes expansions about nme
level n arxl space point f+1/2. The result is 2. J.11

Flou

+ 0(Ar) + 0(42) + . 0 . (31) 3. J.11(1 * ) +V +

A1 & & P b J.Cc
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Consistency with the original partial differential equauon clearly requires a time step size subsuntially
below the material Courant limit.

The developers of TRAC BWR were aware of this situanon when the method was installed, but aher ..

careful consideration concluded that analysis of transients for which the code was designed would not
be signincantly affected. In most instances the velocity field is in a quasi.cquilibrium state. or other
conditions such as reflood or ECC injecnon hmn the ume-step well below the Courant limit.
However, a user should always be aware of the limitanons of this hybrid method. For example, it
should rot be applied to problems where the rate of coast dowTi after a pump trip or the time for,

establishing full natural circulation is important. In cases such as these, a standan! SETS approach
is clearly preferable.

A more subtle mnsistency problem is related to the modeling of discontinuities. One example of this
; is the classic water-packing problem [15]. If a water packing pressure spike occurs on a given mesh.
'

reducucri of the ume-step actually increases the magnitude of the spike. A tecond example is
modehng of flow through an abrupt area change. Given the non-conservative form of the energy
equation in TRAC and RELAP5, it is not possible to simulta.vously obtam correct values for both

'
the pessure and temperature change across an abrupt area change regardleas of how small the time-
step and mesh size. This is at the root of recent safety concerns, regardmg the use of RELAP5/ MOD 3
to model both the reactor an$ conuuranent (c job it was rever meant to perform). This form of the
energy equanons also preverus the codes from correctly modelmg the propaganon of shock waves, but
they have never teen intended for that task.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The numencal methods in TRAC and RELAP5 have evolved to the point that they are very similar
and shair many advantages and flaws. The RETRAN senes has followed a different path and now
contains more implict difference equanons, and bener opuons to counter numerical diffusion.
Unfortunately RETRAN has conunued to use a drift flua formulauon for it's basic equauon set,
hmiting the range of transients that it can validly model. j

;

Even aher 15 years of development the TRAC and RELAP programs have numencal stability )
| problems that should be resolved. The explicit treatment of fncuon and heat transfer coefnaents is 1

,

undoutxedly increastng the computer ume required for simulaung many transients. It may also be
affecung the accuracy of these simulauons.

O
i
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